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Film and Television Genres of the Late Soviet Era argues that new semantic content led to revisions in cinematic syntax of late Soviet era. In other words, introduction of innovative details challenged the staid Soviet film narrative of the previous era. The term "socialist realist masterplot" refers to this bygone era. The authors explain, "(…) in the late 1960s, new genre formations took shape and replaced the socialist realist syntax" (5). Their argument suggests what might pass as cosmetic alterations of subject, plot, or even costuming to the laity in fact represent serious shifts in psycho-social or political structure not only in film but in the real world also.
The authors name four major kinds of late Soviet film genres. These genres include Prestige Film, Police Procedural, Late-Socialist comedy, and Melodrama. Films examined, respectively for each subgenre, include: War and Peace (Sergei Bondarchuk, 1965-67) and Liberation (Iurii Ozerov, 1968-72) , The Investigation is Conducted by Experts (Viacheslav Brovkin et al., 1971-89) and The Meeting Place Cannot Be Changed (Stanislav Govorukhin, 1979) , notably television series, Irony of Fate (El'dar Riazanov, 1975) and An Ordinary Miracle (Mark Zakharov, 1978) , and finally I Want the Floor (Gleb Panfilov, 1976) and Shadows Disappear at Noon (Vladimir Krasnopol'skii and Valerii Uskov, 1971) . The rough mean release date for films examined was 1973, ranging roughly from 1965-1979. Prokhorov and Prokhorov cite the "Hollywood studio system" as methodology (1). This According to the authors, the syntax of these melodramas typically adhered to one of three models, the daredevil plot (Valerii Chkalov, 1941) , the single mother (Tsirk, 1936) , or the abused woman (Member of the Government, 1939) . Despite the author's hypothesis suggesting semantics can overcome syntax stagnating viewers into a "socialist realist masterpolt", the authors claim the following about the characters in these melodramas often associated with the Brezhnev era, "(…) their destiny was the same: to become New Soviet men and women; that is, to give up their individual agency and assume the collective identity of the big family" (150). This statement ironically threatens to overturn the authors' original hypothesis and thus represents the books' major weakness and that is a lack of some internal validity.
Despite this flaw, the authors are able to return to their argument within the discussion.
They explain that there were three kinds of melodramas, the television mini-series, the cinematic male melodramas, and the woman's film; I Want the Floor being the latter. Generally these kinds of media privilege traditional Russian male and female perspectives, needs, and concerns.
Introduced in the mini-series, as exemplified by Shadows Disappear at Noon, this new focus develops into a "crisis of patriarchal order" in male melodramas, like A Lovers' Romance, and evolve into the woman's subgenre which ultimately valorizes individual agency (173). Thus while they steer away from the socialist realist master-plot, they generally or ultimately capitulate to it no less.
To review, the Prestige genre made visceral use of the Americana motif and the Late Soviet Melodrama flirted with it. Between these two aforementioned genres police shows and comedies steered relatively closer to socialist realism, to the extent of capitulating to modalities associated with circa 1935 Stalinism. For example, the police show used the "re-education" trope (71) while the comedy ironically focused on institutional life and conformity 130) . Despite melodramatic flirtation with Americana, however, the Brezhnev Era Late Soviet Melodrama harbored a cult of Soviet personality and myth.
Film Studies students and scholars will want to read the book. It should likewise pique the interest of American Studies aficionados and may likewise for Women's Studies and Semiotics scholars. Finally, the authors likewise serve anyone studying Russian history.
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